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Consequences of inequity in
the neurosurgical workforce:
Lessons from traumatic
brain injury
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Women and minorities leave or fail to advance in the neurosurgical workforce
more frequently than white men at all levels from residency to academia. The
consequences of this inequity are most profound in fields such as traumatic
brain injury (TBI), which lacks objective measures. We evaluated published
articles on TBI clinical research and found that TBI primary investigators or
corresponding authors were 86·5% White and 59·5% male. First authors from
the resulting publications were 92.6% white. Most study participants were
male (68%). 64·4% of NIH-funded TBI clinical trials did not report or recruit
any black subjects and this number was even higher for other races and the
Hispanic ethnicity. We propose several measures for mitigation of the
consequences of the inequitable workforce in traumatic brain injury that
could potentially contribute to more equitable outcomes. The most
immediately feasible of these is validation and establishment of objective
measures for triage and prognostication that are less susceptible to bias than
current protocols. We call for incorporation of gender and race neutral
metrics for TBI evaluation to standardize classification of injury. We offer
insights into how socioeconomic factors contribute to increased death rates
from women and minority groups. We propose the need to study how these
disparities are caused by unfair health insurance reimbursement practices.
Surgical and clinical research inequities have dire consequences, and until
those inequities can be corrected, mitigation of those consequences
requires system wide change.
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Introduction

Neurosurgery is the discipline of medicine that is most acutely involved in the care

of brain injured patients, and it is among the least diverse of all medical specialties,

rivaled most closely by orthopedics and cardiac surgery. Women represent

approximately 6% (n = 259/4,178) (1) and black neurosurgeons represent approximately

4% (n = 183/4,178) (2) of all board-certified neurosurgeons in the United States (3). Lack

of mentorship for junior female and minority surgeons remains an issue as there are
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only 33 female full professors of neurosurgery in the United States

(1) (4% of the field), and an unknown number of black full

professors of neurosurgery. Retention of both female and

minority talent in neurosurgery remains a significant problem.

Women achieve board certification at a rate between 63% and

70% (4, 5) while men are certified at a rate of 81% (4) which

effectively prevents the number of female mentors from

increasing commensurately with the number of female residents

in training. Data on minority attrition in neurosurgery is not

currently available. These workforce inequities have grave

consequences for patients.

This paper examines gender and racial disparities in the

field of traumatic brain injury (TBI) as a model for

understanding the consequences of an inequitable workforce.

Women and people of color are more likely to sustain a

violent TBI (6, 7) but less likely to seek care (8). They are

more likely to receive less aggressive care than others (9)

and be assessed by a trainee rather than a credentialed

physician (10). They are less likely to participate in post-

injury rehabilitation (11) or enter a clinical trial (7, 12–14),

perhaps due to reasons ranging from historical abuse,

socioeconomic and education status, along with reluctance

to trust a medical research system that does not treat

even its own minority members equitably (15–19). People

of color are up to twice as unlikely to survive their brain

injury than people who are white (10, 20–23). Those who

do survive an initial brain injury are more likely to

commit suicide after “recovery” (21, 24) than their white

counterparts.

How studies are constructed and whether they specifically

analyze factors such as sex or race in outcomes is known to

significantly impact the validity and applicability of the data.

When studies fail at this, there is less chance for systemic

improvement and improved patient outcomes. We present an

analysis of TBI studies to identify opportunities for equitable

improvements in the care of brain injured people. This

approach was chosen to identify problems that collectively

reflect deficits present in large systems rather than at a single

institution or hospital center.
Methods

Identifying NIH funded TBI clinical trials

While ClinicalTrials.gov included NIH funding as a data

point, NIH funding was also cross checked using the NIH

RePORTER database. Within this module, a query was

executed for TBI clinical studies using the Text Search filter

and Fiscal Year filter. The following logic statement was used

for the text search: “TBI” OR “traumatic brain injury” OR

“head injury” OR “concussion” OR “brain injury”. All fiscal
Frontiers in Surgery 02
years, from Active Projects through 1985, were selected under

the fiscal year project. The NIH RePORTER query resulted in

24,580 projects and 659 clinical studies. After manual review

of all the clinical studies, only 69 of the trials were

determined to be true TBI clinical trials. Gender and race was

assigned to TBI primary investigators and authors using

publicly available information provided by the author and/or

investigator based on their employers websites and relevant

public databases.
Determining publication status

Publication status and publication date was determined by

manually searching ClinicalTrials.Gov and PubMed. Each trial

was reviewed on ClinicalTrials.gov by querying

ClinicalTrials.gov with the NCT number of the trial. If there

was a publication of results listed for the trial, the study was

considered to be positive for having a publication. If a

publication of results was not listed in the trial, the NCT

number was then queried on PubMed. If the query resulted

in publications, the publications listed were then reviewed to

ensure they were publishing results of the clinical trial,

rather than just referencing it. For example, a published

paper may reference an ongoing study whose results may be

interesting to the authors of the paper. In this case, the

publication would not be considered as a positive

publication of that study. If no publications resulted from

the NCT trial number query, PubMed was queried with each

investigator name listed on ClinicalTrials.gov. The following

query was used on PubMed: “investigator first name and last

name [au]”. All papers of the investigator from the most

recent back to the clinical trial start date being searched was

reviewed to determine if there was a publication of the trial

results.
Analysis

The following variables listed in ClinicalTrials.gov were

analyzed: trial status, if study results were posted, intervention

category, trial phase, NIH funding, and age of trial

participants. The following variables extracted from ACCT

database were also used in the analysis: months from primary

completion date to results first posted on ClinicalTrials.gov

and result reference posting. Continuous results were reported

as mean ± standard deviation. Discrete results were reported

as numbers and % of total. Means from 2 samples were

compared by t-test. Proportions for discrete variables were

analyzed by χ2 tests.

Probability of publication was modeled with a logistic

regression using variables that were found to be significant
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per the t-test or the chi-squared test. A second logistic

regression with less explanatory variables was subsequently

used. In the second regression, only the enrollment variable

and the variables noted as being significant in the first

regression model were used. For all analyses, missing values

were dropped. Twelve observations had extreme outliers,

values greater than the 99th percentile, in the enrollment

variable. In cases where the enrollment variable was analyzed,

those seven observations were dropped.
Results

Identified racial and gender disparities
in studies

The National Institute of Health (NIH)-funded TBI clinical

trials are predominantly conducted by white men and

disproportionately enroll white and male populations

(Table 1) (14). TBI primary investigators or corresponding

authors were 86·5% White and 59·5% male. Based on

associations and available data, we estimate that the first

authors from the resulting publications were 92.6% White,

with gender undetermined due to lack of publicly available

information.

A majority of the TBI studies did not include racial or

ethnic demographics. Most studies did report gender and

overwhelmingly male participants (68%). 64·4% of NIH-

funded TBI clinical trials did not report or recruit any black

subjects and this number was even higher for other races and

the Hispanic ethnicity. We analyzed demographic statistics

from all reporting TBI clinical trials, determined the number

of participants by race, ethnicity, and gender, and calculated

the percent from the total number of participants. Our

analysis shows that 9.9% of enrolled TBI clinical trial subjects

were black people but 19% of mortalities occur among that

racial group (14). White people represented 65·3% of study

participants but only 52.0% of mortalities.
Factors potentially impacting
study enrollment

Our analysis found that participants of TBI clinical trials

require on average 12 days of commitment. Many TBI clinical

trials also required phone calls for follow up visits and

specifically excluded non-English speakers. Clinical trials that

require significant time (12 days) and numerous follow up

sessions may exacerbate systemic inequities (transportation

issues, pregnancy, childcare, access to healthcare) found by

women and people of color.
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Discussion

Inequities in clinical trial participants and
surgical workforce diversities contribute
to two-fold increase in the death rate
of minorities

Despite advances by women and people of color in the

medical field, and the increasing attention to how these

factors impact the quality of healthcare, significant disparities

persist with regards to brain injury. The consequences of

these inequities are grave. The status quo is that people of

color are approximately twice as likely as white people to die

from brain injury. Our analysis suggests that current

hierarchies for funding and conducting research in brain

injury are not mitigating the problem. They reveal the stark

need to rethink many aspects of how we conduct research

and how this translates into the everyday care we provide for

our patients.

While the bias toward white males recruited and enrolled in

TBI clinical trials may be partially accounted for by subjects’

willingness to engage with the healthcare system and attend

follow-up appointments, other factors must also be addressed.

Many of the problems contributing to inequity for brain

injury are common to other conditions in healthcare but are

exacerbated by a field that has uniquely fewer objective

measures, greater opportunity for financial inequity to impact

outcome, and far less diversity.
Healthcare inequities are caused by lack
of objective measures despite numerous
on-going clinical trials

Our review of all clinical trials in traumatic brain injury

revealed inclusion of patients in clinical trials is often

predicated on classification of injury severity with the

Glasgow Coma (GCS) Scale score. A recent NASEM report

focused on the GCS as an important classifier for brain injury

(25). One potential point at which bias in the quality of care

is introduced is pre- hospital and at the level of triage, which

is prior to being seen by neurosurgery. Minority individuals

presenting with impaired mental status or documented

decreased GCS might more often have their altered

examination falsely attributed to intoxication or cultural

differences rather than brain injury, leading to delays in

recognition of brain injury. To mitigate this inequity, one

might contemplate incorporation of a triage system that

incorporates more objective measures, rather than GCS.

Patients that are not awake might undergo pupillometry,

which is currently under investigation as a triage tool, and an

immediate serum marker analysis as numerous studies now
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 Demographic reporting from NIH funded TBI clinical trials.

Race/Ethnicity/
Gender

Black American
Indian or

Alaska Native

Asian Native
Hawaiian

Two or
more
races

His
panic

White Other or
Minority
group

Male Female

Count (n) from NIH-
funded TBI trials

638 24 51 22 44 688 4190 1452 7913 3731

% Race/Ethnicity/
Gender

9·9 0·4 0·8 0·3 0·7 10·7 65·3 22·6 68·0 32·0

% Demographics of TBI
patients seen in trauma
center

12·3 0·0 0·0 0·0 0·0 11·3 63·1 8·0 63·9 36·1

% Demographics of TBI
mortality

19·0 0·0 0·0 0·0 0·0 13·0 52·0 5·0 73·0 27·0

% Census Data 13·4 1·3 5·9 0·2 2·8 18·5 76·3 49·2 50·8

% of NIH-funded TBI
trials not reporting
demographics

64·4 84·4 84·4 88·9 84·4 80·0 42·2 62·2 17·8 17·8

Race, ethnicity, and gender demographics are reported as percentage. STD is the standard deviation. General population and TBI statistics are from the Census or

CDC, respectively.
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demonstrate this to be an accurate means of identifying vascular

injury in the brain though it has not been validated for triage

(20–22). Patients who are awake could undergo a rapid

automated digital neurological examination (26–29). Patients

who are awake could undergo a rapid automated digital

neurological examination including assessment of the cranial

nerves, such as afforded by an eye tracking system that

assesses cranial nerves 2 through 7, their nuclei and inputs

via pupillometry, ocular motility and blink (30–33).

Regardless of the mental status of the patient, standard

criteria for obtaining a CT scan should be reassessed to

ensure lack of bias (34, 35). Clinical trials to ensure the

efficacy and objectivity of objective screening measures in a

diverse population are warranted prior to wide utilization as it

is critical to avoid introduction of objective measures that still

perpetuate systemic inequalities. We do not yet know if serum

markers, pupillometry or eye tracking are as accurate in

people of color as they are in white people.

Incorporation of objective measures for brain injury has the

potential to alter the status quo. Imagine the hypothetical

scenario of a patient arriving in an emergency department

with brain trauma. The perfect scenario is clairvoyant

prognostication: a surgeon is able to predict who will have a

wretched prognosis regardless of intervention and therefore

they do not operate on those destined to be futile. The

surgeon will also be able to predict who will benefit from an

operation and thus does not risk morbidity/mortality by

doing an operation that is theoretically unnecessary. In reality,

prognostication can be difficult. A surgeon may overestimate

the likelihood of inevitable death, and in predicting a poor

outcome ultimately causes it to become inevitable by failing to

intervene. Conversely, a surgeon may fail to predict a poor

outcome and offer a surgery that ultimately results in survival
Frontiers in Surgery 04
with a persistent disabling deficit. Another undesirable

scenario is that a surgeon may subject a patient who

ultimately might have survived without surgery to an

unnecessary procedure to avoid missing any of the patients

who would benefit from surgery, risking unnecessary

morbidity or mortality in that patient. Imposition of physician

biases and expectations about patient outcomes on this rubric

exacerbates inequity.

Uncomfortable as it may be to acknowledge, the

“aggressiveness” of some healthcare personnel in evaluating these

patients might be a function of how they perceive that patient

will do - their expected mortality, their quality of life, their

likelihood of being a burden on society, and their capacity to

contribute if disabled by a potentially highly morbid brain injury.

It has been established that people with lower education level/

socioeconomic status and non-white race are more likely to have

poor outcomes after brain injury. Thus, implicit bias and

“ableism” may render surgeons less likely to operate on people

who are perceived to be less educated, disabled, poor, or

minorities, as they will be more likely to have a poor outcome.

Such factors may be difficult to assess in a trauma situation, and

sadly, poor prognostication of brain injury becomes a self-

fulfilling prophecy. These implicit biases may be more likely to

be perpetuated by a workforce that is culturally dissonant with

the patients they are treating. The subconsciously racist, sexist,

ableist and classist surgeon may be particularly susceptible to bias.
Can artificial intelligence or advanced
automation correct these inequities?

How can this inequity be corrected? We would argue that a

necessary first step to correct the problem is by building
frontiersin.org
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accurate prognostication algorithms that are objective and

agnostic to language, race, wealth, disability, or education. Such

algorithms will likely require a combination of physiologic,

molecular, and radiographic measures. Further development of

these algorithms could potentially reduce implicit biases in the

management of brain injury and improve outcomes for all

patients, although great care must be taken to make sure that

the algorithms are themselves not biased. Examples of assessors

to include in these prognosticating algorithms include measures

of brainstem function such as pupillometry, eye tracking or

other quantitative cranial nerve function (30–33), serum

markers (26), and image analysis (36–39). These are measures

that should potentially be able to be confirmed as “colorblind.”

Volitional assessments that rely on physician bias, level of

patient education, cooperation, absence of cultural dissonance

and language skills will likely contribute to inequity.

The utilization of objective measures with machine learning

(artificial intelligence) has the potential to reduce inequities in

the neurosurgical field through automation, improved

accuracy, speed, accessibility, and reduced costs (34–36). A

major caveat is that we need to ensure that data elements

incorporated into future algorithms do not perpetuate

inequity (40–42). Yet, we find the implicit bias currently

found in healthcare is further propagated by machine learning

due to systemic inequities. An example is that current pulse-

oximeters are less accurate in people with dark skin and

regulation does not exist to ensure equitable manufacturing of

medical devices (43). Gender inequalities in TBI research are

multiple such as a standard exclusion factor of pregnancy,

nearly all studies focused on males due to increase frequency

of head injuries, and overall lack of female-focused therapies.

The use of machine learning should eliminate bias and

standardize research outcomes (44–46), however, the

aforementioned inequities that exist in medical technological

and the overwhelming gender and racial bias that currently

exists in TBI clinical research datasets (47, 48), produces a

perpetual cycle of healthcare improving outcomes for white

men but not necessarily for women and people of color.

The National Institutes of Health and other funding

agencies with a vested interest in more equitable care should

make the funding of research investigating unbiased objective

measures for triage and prognostication algorithms a priority

to promote equitable outcomes in brain injury.
Insurance reimbursements for brain
injuries causes surgeon burnout and bias
toward white males’ patient recruitment

The structure of the American healthcare system is such

that insurance companies, Medicare and Medicaid currently

reimburse at higher levels for human pathologies that can be

objectively measured and are treated with surgery or
Frontiers in Surgery 05
technologies that rely on device or pharmaceutical

intervention. Because brain injury may not always be apparent

on conventional imaging, and the lack of objective measures

makes it difficult to evaluate and validate therapeutics,

financial reimbursement is poor. The ramifications of poor

reimbursement include de-prioritization by clinical healthcare

systems and increased out-of-pocket costs that ultimately lead

to better outcomes in people who can afford to pay for care

beyond what insurance will provide. Increased validation of

objective measures for injury begins with reimbursement, and

eventually will result in effective therapeutics.

Despite the extraordinarily high volume and cost to society

of morbidity and mortality from TBI in the U.S., neurotrauma

as a specialty is underserved and often not considered as

desirable as many of the other neurosurgical specialties. Some

of this relates to compensation and some relates to the

emergency nature of the work that can impact career

satisfaction and burnout. These are challenging economic

issues that will likely require legislative intervention to solve.
Correcting the lack of diversity in the
neurosurgical workforce requires
systemic change

Women and minorities are under-represented in medicine

at progressively disproportionate levels, while white men from

wealthy backgrounds are most likely to matriculate into

medical school (49). Efforts must be made to correct this

inequity. Linkage of national neurosurgical program ranking

(48), residency accreditation or ACGME (American College of

Graduate Medical Education) (49) funding to hiring, retention

and promotion of female and minority residents and faculty

might improve these percentages. In addition, since a majority

of women and minorities who leave academia likely do so

without addressing the problems that drove them out due to

fear of retaliation or other adverse consequences (50),

organized neurosurgery might consider developing a

confidential and anonymous “exit interview” mechanism to

identify problems that might be corrected in the future.

Finally, the National Institutes of Health should execute its

proposed strategy (51) for improving minority participation in

research, ensuring that projects proposed by minorities are

mentored into funding, and that women and people of color

are studied at ratios representative of their likelihood of injury.

Reduction of clinical trial burden (time, number of visits)

might make participation for minorities more viable. At a

minimum, all NIH funded studies should be disclosing the

racial and gender distribution of their research subjects. In

addition, the NIH should alter their methods for classifying

race and gender as many people have mixed race or binary

gender and may be unsure which box to check. Racial and

gender inequities in healthcare need to be scrutinized and
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studied, yet limited research exists on the connections between

health insurance reimbursement, socio-economic status and

patient outcomes after injury. Research funding must be made

available to understand the current state of health care

inequities and overcome the bias caused by unfair health

insurance practices.

The exodus of women and minorities from healthcare has

been described as burnout (52), as moral injury (53), and as

death by 1,000 papercuts (54). We would argue that the

reason some women or minorities might leave is that they see

the status quo, they try to change it and develop the sensation

of screaming into a void as the obstacles they encounter are

rooted in hierarchical structures and financial hurdles that are

insurmountable. Women and minorities in healthcare may

work harder and engage in status leveling (55) but are paid

less than white men for the same work (56), are harassed

more (50), and experience entitling (57), and role incredulity

(58). The combination of these injustices along with being

asked to be complicit in a system that gaslights and does not

provide the same standard of care for all members of society

(59) may be morally unconscionable to some women and

minorities and potentially impact their decision to leave

healthcare.
Conclusions

The neurosurgical workforce is overwhelmingly white and

male. The consequences of this workforce inequity is felt most

strongly in a field such as brain injury, which lacks objective

measures and classification schemes. Lack of diversity in

clinical research teams from leadership to medical students

continually perpetuates the inequities engrained into

healthcare. It is much harder for minorities to be promoted

or receive recognition due to this. Further, the lack of

diversity creates implicit bias in clinical research because the

demographics of patients recruited into a clinical trial do not

represent the real world. As out analysis shows, this results in

unfavorable healthcare for minorities. Outcomes after brain

injury are worse for minority and female populations due to

systemic inequities in healthcare leadership, research

participation and every aspect of patient care from triage to

rehabilitation. Multiple strategies are needed to correct these

inequities including validation of objective measures for the

triage and prognostication of brain injured patients.
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Development of machine learning and artificial intelligence

algorithms may reduce inequity if precautions are taken

against the incorporation of measures influenced by race,

gender or other factors creating bias. Aspects of the inequities

associated with brain injury are common to most of the

healthcare system and require fundamental shifts in how

healthcare is conducted.
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